Your gloriously wonderful,
wow-factor-worthy
wedding location
cultramanor.co.uk
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The perfect setting for
your special day

Set within the stunning wooded
landscape of the Ulster Folk
Museum, Cultra Manor is the
perfect setting for your special
day to unfold. So, whether your
love story is classic, contemporary
or totally off-the-wall, we have the
space and the charm to bring it
to life within this exclusive and
secluded setting.
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Imagine exchanging vows in an
atmospheric 18th-century church and
feasting in the fairytale sumptuousness
of the beautifully restored Cultra Manor,
your very own home from home.
You’ll spend your time in-between
ambling on early 1900’s cobbled streets
in Ballycultra Town with vintage sweet
shops, romantic cottages, a silent
cinema and more. A celebration
curated to your style we can match
the mood of your occasion. This place
is unlike any other and it will make
your big day extraordinary.
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Dream-like
‘I Do’s’
This is the first day of the rest
of your lives, and where you say
‘I Do’ is totally up to you!
Step inside the quaintly restored
1717 Omagh Meeting House church.
Illuminated with oil lamps and beaming
with charm, it’s the perfect setting for
declaring your forever afters.
Just as impressive, is the dreamily
romantic Cultra Manor. With grand
rooms, original period features and
awe-inspiring views, this uber-stylish
space will make your wedding day
a magical one.
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Delightfully different
destinations

Vows exchanged, it’s time for
some fun! As you go off in search
of your epic photo opportunities,
you and your guests can enjoy the
wonderfully whimsical treats
on offer.
Enjoy ice-cream cones as you leave
the church, share after-ceremony
sweetshop treats or take a moment
of quiet reflection in the silent cinema
room. What’s more, you can even explore
the exhibitions in and around the Ulster
Folk Museum on our one-of-a-kind
wedding trail.

Join your guests as they explore their
surroundings or stay inside the grand
rooms of Cultra Manor. With this
exclusive and secluded destination,
you’ll have the entire mansion to yourself.
Your guests can mix and mingle in the
Drawing Room, play traditional games
on the lawns and enjoy bespoke aperitifs
and appetisers on the terrace.
This mix of extraordinary activities and
locations not only offer cool photography
and speech opportunities, they give you
the chance to truly personalise your day.
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Phenomenal
Feasting
In the Cultra Kitchen our chefs
are fanatical about flavour and
are here to make all your foodie
dreams come true.
They use the freshest local ingredients
and culinary inspiration to create the
perfect platefuls for your wedding
day. From formal sit-downs to sharing
platters, grazing tables to banquets,
and gastronomic canapes to streetfood style suppers – the possibilities
are endless!
They’ll create a menu that matches the
style of your day, full of the food you
love to eat, so that every mouthful is
memorable and wonderfully reflective
of you. And as for the drinks, our
bar staff and mixologists can create
customised cocktails and refreshments
that you and your guest will love.
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Into the
wee hours
When the dining’s done and
the lights go down, Cultra Manor
really comes to life.
You and your guests can dance the
night away in grand rooms with
glowing lights, enjoy live bands, disco
music or sing-along to impromptu
karaoke. With a seamless flow of
connecting rooms and spaces, your
guests can mix and mingle without
dividing the party.
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A long-lasting
love
Thank you for considering Cultra Manor
for your special day. If you choose to
host your wedding with us, you can
relive the memories of your big day with
a year of complimentary membership to
visit the National Museums NI.
nmni.com
Your phenomenal support enables
us to continue preserving,
restoring and exhibiting
Northern Ireland’s treasures.

Contact
Talk to our Wedding Team today for more
information on getting married or hosting
your reception at Cultra Manor.
Phone: 028 9039 5111
Email: weddings@cultramanor.co.uk
Website: cultramanor.co.uk
Ulster Folk Museum
153 Bangor Road, Cultra
Holywood, BT18 0EU
/CultraManor
@Cultra_Manor
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